A new type of superstring in four dimensions by Deo, B B






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































=5. Every where the upper
index referes to a column and the lower to a row. The suÆxes  and  are for book keeping only. The action S in (2)






















































































































































and is the right candidate to be the supersymmetric partner of the bosonic coordinates X

and also is the desired
sum of  

Besides this pair, with the introduction of another pair, the zevebein e

(;  ) and the two dimensional


































































Varying the eld and the zevebein we derive the vanishing of the supercurrent J

and the energy momentum tensor
T


















































































































































= 0; k = 1; 2:::5: (19)
These eleven constraints eliminate the eleven Lorentz metric ghosts from the physical spectrum and this can be veried
by constructing `null' physical states as done in reference [6]. For the two groups of Fermions the general constraints






















However action given in equation(13) is not invariant under four dimensional supersymmetry. To obtain the simplest
Green Schwarz action for N=1 local supersymmetry, we note that in both SO(6) and SO(5) have four component




respectively. A genuine space time fermion





































































. The action is space time supersymmetric in four dimensions [6]. We have traded the vector four indices for the
four spinor components. The major defect is that the naive covariant quantisation does not work. To proceed with
covariant formulation we have to implement NS-R [7] scheme with G.S.O. [8] projection which is simple, elegant and





































































































































be the quanta of  and  fermions with half integral r where as with Ramond




























































































































































































































Here A(m), B(r) and B
F
(m) are normal ordering constants, since the generators are the sum of the products of























































































5Both in NS and R sectors there are the light cone ghosts corresponding to the fermionic components  = 0 and 3
which are present in L
m



































































The normal order anomally in Ramond sector must note that F
o





. Using the algebraic































  1); m 6= 0 (50)
























































































 m) + 2(a  1)m (53)
To be anomaly free, A
gh
(m) +A(m)=0. This gives the value of a=1 for the normal ordering constant and -26 for the
central charge of the ghost. Due to Jocoby Identity, the anomaly terms for the ghosts for both the sectors cancels
as well. Superconformal ghosts which contributes central charge 11 in a normal superstring are not necessary. To



























) have the anticommutators with negative sign and are the ghost modes.













































6Thus the contribution of these ghosts to the central charge 26 is 11 like the superconformal ghosts. Without these
ghosts the central charge is 15 as is the case for normal ten dimensional superstring. With no anomalies and ghosts,
the physical states can be constructed as
Bosonic NS : (L
o
  1)j	 >= 0; L
m
j	 >= 0; G
r
j	 >= 0; m; r > 0 (56)







































:::: conditions, we can see that 
o
m

























j >; thus there is no such Lorentz ghosts in Fock space. Using














































































=  1; 0; 1; 2; 3; ::::::::::: (59)
The self energy of the scalar tachyonic vacuum is cancelled by the contribution of the fermionic loop of the Ramond






















where the F and F
0
are the fermionic numbers of b and b
0





= -1,0,1,2,3........ The G.S.O. projections is necessary and essential to prove the modular
invarianc of the partition function of this string.
In covariant formulation, the eective number of the physical modes is the total number of modes minus the number
of invariant constraints. Here there are forty four fermions and four constraints given by equation (20). So there



































] = 0. The partition function of the forty member assembly will be
the partition function of eight fermions raised to the power of ve. The path integral function for the eight fermions
is given by Seiberg and Witten [10]. In their notation
A
k








































((+ +);  ) = 0 (64)






















is not only modular invariant but vanishes due to the famous Jacobi
relation which is the necessary condition for space time supersymmetry.
Thus we have been able to construct a novel modular invariant superstring which is free of anomalies and ghosts.
Novel features of the model are that this is the only superstring known and constructed whose central charge is 26 and
there is no need for superconformal ghosts in covariant formulation. These ghosts are usually contributing 11 to the
central charge is replaced by 11 Lorentz metric ghost of vector fermions. This linkage needs further study. There are
useful and harmless tachyons in NS and R sector, but the self energies of the tachyonic vacua cancel.This cancellation
mechanism, perhaps, makes the vacua unique. Since bosonic string theory is simpler and well understood in general,
a derivation of the four dimensional space time supersymmetric action will positively help in studying the dynamics
of the superstring theory in greater depth and insight.
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